RECORDING OF PROCEEDINGS OF DRAW FOR SELECTION OF REGULAR LPG DISTRIBUTORSHIP

DATE OF DRAW: 25.10.2017

PLACE: Indane Bottling Plant, Nabha

Name of Location: Ludhiana (Urban Estate on Chandigarh Road)
Category: Open

Name of District: Ludhiana

MKTG. Plan: 2013-14

1. Applicants who have qualified were informed about the draw vide letter dated 29.09.2017
   Information about the draw was advertised in the newspaper The Tribune (English); Ajit
   (Punjabi) and Punjab Kesri (Hindi) on Dt 21.10.2017.

2. List of applicants qualified for draw is attached (verify and attached appendix-K3R).

3. 01 of applicants who have qualified for the draw were present at the time of draw.
   List is attached. (attach attendance record as per appendix-P2)

4. The two company officials nominated for conducting the draw are
   a. Sh.R.K, Prasad Sr. Manager (P), Nabha BP
   b. Sh. Rachit Agarwal, Sr. Manager (LPG-S), CAO

5. The paper token was picked by the guest Sh/smt. Manu Rani, AFSC, Nabha, Punjab.

6. The other VIPs present were name Smt. Surinder Kaur, Al (Grimesac), Pabila

7. A total of 7 (seven) people were present for the draw.

8. Sh. Romi Jindal, s/o Sh. Madan Jindal, with application serial
   no. CA01611008 was declared as selected candidate.


We confirm that the draw was held as per the guidelines and details stated as above are correct.

Signature of Officer (I)
Rachit Agarwal
Sr. Manager (LPG-S), CAO

Signature of Officer (II)
R.K. Prasad
Sr. Manager (P), Nabha BP
RECORDING OF PROCEEDINGS OF DRAW FOR SELECTION OF REGULAR LPG DISTRIBUTORSHIP

DATE OF DRAW: 25.10.2017
PLACE: Indane Bottling Plant, Nabha

Name of Location: SAMANA
Name of District: PATIALA

Category: OPEN
MKTG. Plan: 2013-14

01. Applicants who have qualified were informed about the draw vide letter dated 29.09.2017. Information about the draw was advertised in the newspaper The Tribune (English); Ajit (Punjabi) and Punjab Kesri (Hindi) on Dt. 21.10.2017.

02. List of applicants qualified for draw is attached (verify and attached appendix-M3R).

03. ______ of applicants who have qualified for the draw were present at the time of draw. List is attached. (attach attendance record as per appendix-P2)

04. The two company officials nominated for conducting the draw are
   a. R.K. Prasad, Sr. Mgr (P), Nabha BP
   b. Rachit Agarwal, Sr. Manager (LPG-S), CAO

05. The paper token was picked by the guest Sh/smt. [Signed] Surinder Kaur A.C. (Griv
Punjab.

06. The other VIPs present were name

07. A total of 20 (Twenty) people were present for the draw.

08. Sh. [Name] was declared as selected candidate.
   Sh. Randhir Singh with application serial no. [Serial No.] was declared as selected candidate.


We confirm that the draw was held as per the guidelines and details stated as above are correct.

[Signature of Officer (I)]
Rachit Agarwal
Sr. Manager (LPG-S), CAO

[Signature of Officer (II)]
R.K. Prasad
Sr. Mgr (P), Nabha BP